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SEE WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING
Stowing and launching the boat are as easy as pressing a button
“SeaPen has changed the way we boat! In our area, we are restricted to drive
on lifts and my docking experience was always a tense one. In addition, there
was always a concern for the wear and tear the bottom of the hull sustained
as well as the through-hull components every time we parked the boat. That
all changed [with] SeaPen. Now, stowing and launching the boat are as easy
as pressing a button and floating the boat effortlessly from the dry dock
system. The entire hull is completely protected from the salt water and
rests on a soft protective mesh that keeps the components safe. The SeaPen
Bill E. / Wilmington, NC
has made my boating experience pure fun again!”
Aaron Sarathy

25' x 10' SeaPen
24ft Everglades

It just floats and doesn’t raise the boat at all
“I wanted to buy a new boat for my slip but didn’t want to deal with scraping
the bottom and bottom painting every year. As a board member at our
neighborhood marina at Wrightsville Beach, I was aware no boat lifts were
allowed because it would impact the view. SeaPen met all my needs. It just
floats and doesn’t raise the boat at all. This is a quality product, and I
couldn’t be more pleased with how the installation process was
completed. It works great and I look forward to many years of enjoyment.”
Bill Edwards

29' x 10' SeaPen
27ft Pontoon

This SeaPen keeps my boat safe from all the elements...[and]
saves a lot of money
"When I purchased my SeaRay, I asked the salesman about something to
keep my boat from getting [water] damage and he gave me a SeaPen
brochure. After doing some research, I connected with Craig Freeman
and I ordered one for my new boat. The SeaPen was installed by a
professional team. I got a courtesy call from Craig checking in to make
sure everything was working well. This SeaPen keeps my boat safe from
all the elements in the water as well as not having to paint the bottom of
my boat, which saves a lot of money. I would recommend a SeaPen to
anyone who wants to keep their boat looking like new on the bottom.
This money was well spent”.
Todd Young

31' x 10' SeaPen

27ft SeaRay Sundeck
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SEE WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING
Greatest “boating” purchase other than buying an actual boat
“Earlier this year, I was able to make the my greatest “boating” purchase
other than buying an actual boat. I purchased a 37' SeaPen and have not
looked back. It has changed my boating life exponentially. NO more
worrying about the tides and NO more dealing with loading and
unloading a 35' boat by myself every weekend. It is simple to use and
does everything it is supposed to, and then some.”
Jeb Brailsford

37' x 13' SeaPen
35ft Contender

Safety provided during loading and docking is indispensable
"I have spent the majority of my life living on the May River in Bluffton,
SC. We have an average tide range of over 9 feet accompanied by the
appropriate 4 MPH current. I never lived in a protected harbor. I have
owned all manner of boats. This SeaPen is the greatest thing ever. The
ease of use and the boat protection are key features, but the safety
provided during loading and docking is indispensable. I have my second
one on order already, and I'm counting the days for installation. If you are
in a harsh environment, you have to get one of these."
Bud Mingledorff

41' x 13' SeaPen
34ft Chris Craft

Homeowners are thrilled to see less metal and impressed to have
the boat in a dry environment but not at a high level out of the water
“When I was introduced to SeaPen, I immediately knew it would answer a
big problem I faced...aesthetics. Owning a larger boat meant owning a
larger lift. Traditional lifts are bulky and [are] basically an eyesore on the
water. Homeowners are thrilled to see less metal and impressed to have
the boat in a dry environment but not at a high level out of the water. The
concept is very simple, which makes SeaPen even more attractive.
However, the best part is the customer service. Craig Freeman and
his team are a FaceTime call away from solving any issues due to
operator error. Let me go ahead and admit that 99.9% of my phone calls
to Craig are due to my decisions. He is great to work out any problem and
helps the owner learn in the process”.
Russ Crowe

45' x 13' SeaPen

42ft Scout with Tower
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